Title: DEVICE FOR MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELD SHIELDING

Abstract: The invention relates to a device using magnetic shielding and magnetic field stimulation for the treatment, diagnosis, and assessment of disease, condition, or physical or mental state. The invention also provides a portable device for shielding against ambient magnetic fields for therapy and treatment of disease, condition, or physical or mental state. Shielding is carried out over the entire body or a portion of a body for a time effective to reduce or alleviate a physiological disorder.
DEVICE FOR MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELD SHIELDING

Field of Invention

The invention relates to the use of magnetic shielding and magnetic field stimulation in a method for the treatment, diagnosis and assessment of disease. The invention also provides a device for the shielding of magnetic fields for therapy and treatment of disease.

Background of the Invention

It has been demonstrated that an animals' behaviour can be altered by exposure to extremely low frequency (ELF) magnetic fields. This includes navigation, migration and homing in birds, insects and newts (Deutschlander et al, 1998) and alteration of opioid-induced analgesia in molluscs, birds and rodents (Betancur et al, 1994). There is also evidence that extremely low frequency magnetic fields have effects on behaviour in humans (Thomas et al, 1998; Papi et al, 1995). Increasing evidence suggests that pulsed ELF fields, also called CmPs, can be used for both therapeutic (Thomas et al, 1998) and diagnostic (Thomas et al, 2000) purposes.

However, the magnetic field intensities required for diagnostic and treatment uses are approximately 40 to 200μT, a magnetic field intensity similar to the Earth's magnetic field. The electric power required to generate fields of such intensity is very large and requires a fixed and relatively expensive apparatus.

Recent experiments have demonstrated that under ELF magnetic field shielding, rodents could sense the absence of weak (<0.1μT) ELF fields (Del Seppia et al, 2000). Stress-induced analgesia appeared to be attenuated or abolished in mice placed in a magnetic field shielded box where there is an absence of ambient ELF fields when the wide-spectrum geomagnetic field is effectively zeroed. Under geomagnetic shielded conditions, animals appeared sensitive to weak ELF magnetic fields. Under shielded conditions, the behaviour of mice was modified by the absence of an ELF magnetic field of 0.1μT intensity compared to a nominal 10-100μT MF needed to modify behaviour (Choleris et al, 2001).
It has also been demonstrated (Kavaliers and Ossenkopp, 1993) that exposure to ELF magnetic fields (circa 100μT) can attenuate opioid-induced analgesia. Paradoxically, it has been suggested that daily repeated exposures to such ELF fields may induce analgesia (Kavaliers and Ossenkopp, 1985, 1993).

The Applicant has now developed a method involving daily repeated exposures to reduced ambient fields to induce analgesia in humans for clinical use. The Applicant has demonstrated that analgesia may be effectively achieved in humans by daily repeated exposures in a magnetically shielded room. Analgesia of individual body parts may also be surprisingly achieved by repeated magnetic shielding of that part or of a related anatomical target implicated in the creation of the pain, i.e. a related pain center, as alternative to shielding the entire body within a magnetically shielded room.

The Applicant has demonstrated that pulsed ELF fields of approximately 100 μT may be generated within a portable, battery-operated device that can effectively provide intensity fields to a specified location in order to alleviate a variety of disorders. Lower intensity fields may also be effectively utilized with simultaneously shielding of the target tissue from external ambient ELF fields including the Earth’s geomagnetic field. This renders portable ELF and pulsed ELF magnetic field therapy devices useful for both diagnosis and treatment of disease.

**Summary of the Invention**

The present invention is directed to methods and devices using magnetic shielding and magnetic field stimulation for the treatment (i.e. pain treatment), diagnosis and assessment of disease. The devices of the invention comprise in one embodiment a magnetic field shield. In another embodiment the device comprises a magnetic field generator covered by or embedded within a magnetic field shield. The shield can be targeted to the whole body (i.e. a room can be shielded), or it can be a portable shield device used to target a pain trigger point (e.g. a sleeve covering a limb). It is understood that a magnetic field shield also provides electric field shielding.

In one embodiment, the device of the present invention for providing diagnostic and therapeutic effects comprises a portable magnetic field shield and a
weak pulsed magnetic field generator within that shield. This generator may utilize either household current or batteries as sources of electrical power. In a further embodiment of the invention, the device may comprise solely an effective magnetic field shield such as a magnetically shielded room where daily exposures of about 2 hours per day provides pain relief to humans and animals experiencing acute or chronic pain.

Acute exposure (approximately 30 minutes duration) in a shielded room to Cnps of the order of 0.1μT in intensity is therapeutic for the treatment of pain, anxiety and depression. The Cnps which are preferred for use in the method and devices of the present invention are as described in Applicant’s U.S. Patent 6,234,953 (the entirety of which is incorporated herein by reference). Such Cnps are useful when of 10 to 1000 times smaller magnitude. Such an acute set of Cnps exposures in a shielded room allows for the diagnosis and classification of disease and disability.

According to an aspect of the invention is method for the treatment of physiological disorder in a subject, the method comprising shielding of ambient magnetic fields over the entire body or a portion of the body of a subject for a time effective to reduce and/or alleviate the physiological disorder.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention is a method for the treatment of acute or chronic pain in a subject, the method comprising repeatedly shielding of ambient magnetic fields over the entire body or a portion of the body of the subject for a time effective to reduce and/or alleviate the acute or chronic pain.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention is a method for the treatment, diagnosis and/or assessment of diseases in a subject, the method comprising repeatedly shielding of ambient magnetic fields over the entire body or a portion of the body of the subject and simultaneously providing ELF magnetic fields. The subject may be a human or animal.

In accordance with still another aspect of the present invention is a method for the treatment of physiological disorder in a subject, the method comprising simultaneously shielding of ambient magnetic fields over the entire body or a portion of the body of a subject and providing extremely low frequency (ELF) magnetic fields for a time effective to reduce and/or alleviate the physiological disorder.
It is preferred that the intensity of magnetic field stimulation needed for therapeutic and diagnostic procedures is reduced 10- to 1000-fold if the magnetic field stimulation is carried out under ambient magnetic field shielded conditions.

According to a further aspect of the present invention is the use of a portable wearable magnetic shield for treating localized acute or chronic pain in a subject.

According to still a further aspect of the invention is the use of a portable wearable shield simultaneously with magnetic field therapy for treating localized acute or chronic pain in a subject.

According to still a further aspect of the invention is the use of a portable wearable shield simultaneously with magnetic field therapy for treating skeletal abnormalities, such as but not limited to non-union bone fractures or osteoporosis.

According to another aspect of the present invention is a portable magnetic field therapy device, the device comprising a magnetic shield comprising a material with high magnetic susceptibility, wherein said shield is configured to adapt to an anatomical region.

According to another aspect of the present invention is a wearable, portable magnetic field therapy device, the device comprising a magnetic field shield wrap and a magnetic field generating coil. The coil may be battery-operated.

According to another aspect of the present invention is a portable magnetic field therapy device, the device comprising:
- a magnetic shield comprising a material with high magnetic susceptibility, wherein said shield is configured to adapt to an anatomical region
- a magnetic field generating coil associated with said magnetic shield; and
- a power source operably connected to said magnetic field generating coil.

According to another aspect of the present invention is a portable magnetic field therapy device, the device comprising:
- a textile portion which is securable to an anatomical region by way of fasteners; and
- a magnetic shield comprising a material with high magnetic susceptibility, wherein said shield is configured to adapt to an anatomical region, wherein said magnetic shield is secured to said textile portion.
Other aspects, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following detailed description. It should be understood, however, that the detailed description and the specific examples while indicating preferred embodiments of the invention are given by way of illustration only, since various changes and modifications within the spirit and scope of the invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art from the detailed description.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

The invention will now be described in relation to the drawings in which:

Figure 1 shows a shielded trigger point and shielded Cnps coil on a human arm.

Figure 2 shows a portable, magnetic field shield designed as a sleeve over a limb, and insulated coils placed under the shield used to produce cnps.

Figure 3 shows a wearable portable, battery-operated Cnps generator inside a magnetic field shield.

Figure 4 shows a circuit for a shielded portable Cnps device.

Figure 5 shows the attenuation of magnetic fields as a function of frequency for a typical mu-metal box.

Figure 6 shows nociceptive response of CD-1 mice exposed to a Control condition box, a mu-metal box, a Copper box, or a 3-D zeroed MF condition.

Figure 7 shows analgesia effects in mice exposed to a magnetic field limiting mu-metal chamber for 60 min. each day for 5 days.
**Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments**

The applicant has now demonstrated that magnetic field shielding alone or in conjunction with the application of ELF magnetic fields is useful and effective for the treatment of a variety of disorders in humans and animals. Such disorders include but are not limited to acute pain, chronic pain, anxiety, depression, phantom pain, orthopaedic disorders and psychiatric disorders.

The present invention uses magnetic field shielding either alone or in combination with low intensity magnetic fields to provide treatment, assessment and diagnosis of disease in a subject. This may be accomplished by magnetic shielding to an entire body in a shielded room or a selected body portion by the use of small wearable and portable devices (Figures 1, 2 and 3). Subjects suffering from pain for example, may simply wear one or more magnetic shield(s) over the appropriate trigger point(s) for a few hours a day.

Magnetic field shielding can also be used to diagnose a disease state or disorder based on differential physiological effects as a result of magnetic field exposure.

In one embodiment, magnetic shielding in the form of a small wearable and portable Cnps device is particularly useful for the treatment of pain, anxiety and depression. The Cnps magnetic field generator powered by a battery source (Figure 4) is embedded into or attached onto the inside of a magnetic shield. Using such a device results in rapid pain relief occurring within 30 minutes of the application. In contrast, in another embodiment of the invention, is a shield alone that provides pain relief within hours or days (Figure 7).

It is therefore advantageous, but not required to use is a shielded Cnps treatment for the first day or two followed by maintenance with the shield alone for the treatment of pain.

Figure 4 shows a circuit for a shielded portable Cnps device of the present invention. One battery powers a microchip programmed with the relevant Cnps pulse while the second battery provides power to the miniature amplifier which is then connected to the transformer wire embedded into insulator located on the inside of the magnetic shield. One skilled in the art would understand that a variety of
modifications can be made to such device and circuit so long as a suitable magnetic field be generated.

Magnetic field shielding is designed for attenuation of ELF frequencies from zero (shielding to the static Earth's geomagnetic field) to 2kHz by an approximate factor of 10 or more (Figure 5). Materials with high magnetic susceptibility are preferred for use as a magnetic shield device in the present invention which could include but are not limited to metals such as iron or nickel and proprietary metals like mu-metal and combinations thereof.

Magnetic shielding for therapy and diagnosis can be used in two different ways: a) with only the shield, and b) with a Cnps magnetic field generator which produces an ELF magnetic field in a target tissue which is shielded from ambient magnetic fields other than those produced by the Cnps generator.

**Magnetic Field Shield Alone**

Two forms of treatment are possible with the magnetic shield alone: a) one in which the entire body is treated in a shielded room, and the other b) in which only part of the body is treated using a "wearable" magnetic shield.

ELF Magnetic field shielding increases as one moves towards the center of the device away from its open ends. The shield must be designed such that the tissue to be treated is shielded by at least a factor of 10. This may result in different designs incorporating different shielding metals at different distances from the open ends of the magnetic shield. It is understood by one of skill in the art that the device can be of several different types of designs. For example, in one design, the sleeve is a permanent thin cylinder while in the other design, it can open and close through the use of soft shielding metal and end overlap secured by a fastener such as Velcro™ strips. Another design can be configured for tight fitting around anatomical joints such as a wrist or an ankle. Still yet in another design, one end of the cylinder is capped for placement over the end of a body part such as the foot, hand or head.

**Whole-Body Treatment**

For the whole-body treatment, the subject is put into a shielded room for a minimum of approximately 1 hour a day everyday. This provides relief from
widespread chronic pain. Subjects with acute pain of only a few days of anticipated duration should not be so treated as the exposure for the first two or three days will not provide significant relief (Figure 7). In fact, for subjects with chronic pain, it is preferred that the first few days of treatment be combined with other physical (Cnps) or pharmacological pain treatments. For severe chronic pain, subjects may increase their number of sessions from 1 per day to 2 or 3 equally spaced periods per day and/or exposure durations increased.

Partial-Body Treatment

For the treatment of pain in part of the body that can be treated locally, i.e. with a local anaesthetic, a wearable shield is more convenient, economical and desirable than whole-body treatment. For pain anticipated to be endured more than a week, subjects may attach a portable/wearable shield (Figures 1, 2) for one to three 1-2-hour periods a day. This can be continued with other physical (e.g. Cnps) or pharmaceutical treatments for pain relief.

Magnetic Field Shield Combined with a Cnps Generator

Two forms of treatment are encompassed by the present invention: a) one in which the entire body or portions of the body are exposed to Cnps magnetic fields while the entire body is magnetically shielded from external non-Cnps fields, and b) one in which only part of the body is treated using a "wearable" device comprised of a magnetic shield and Cnps generator (Figure 4, 5).

Whole-Body / Large Portions of Body Treatment

In a magnetically shielded room, the subject's whole body or large portions of the subject's body are treated with Cnps pulses. These treatments may be for any condition for which Cnps or other magnetic fields are effective, including diagnostic use. The field strengths used will be 10 to 1000 times lower than those needed in an unshielded room. The subjects can be treated for either acute or chronic conditions with or without other medications including physical (electro-convulsive shock) or pharmaceutical. Treatments can be 1 to 10 times per day as treatment periods will
usually be less than 30 minutes each for therapeutic use and diagnostic use may require as little as only one session.

**Partial Body Treatment**

For the treatment of the brain in psychiatric disorders or for diagnostic testing when only part of the body is to be exposed to Cnps, wearable devices as shown in Figures 2 and 3 are much more convenient, not requiring a magnetically shielded room. For the ambulatory subject, a battery-operated device is best. For the treatment of acute pain lasting less than a week, the subject can wear the device continually and the Cnps fields can be cycled on for 30 minutes every 2 hours. For subjects in chronic pain, treatment for the first week would be same as for the subject in acute pain but after the first week, Cnps fields would be generated less and the device removed for all but for about three 2hr periods per day. For other acute treatments such as depression, the Cnps may be applied approximately daily for 30min periods with an extremity-designed device (Figure 2).

It is important for the generator to produce a fairly uniform field near the center of the shield. Therefore, Helmholtz or Merritt volume coil designs are preferred. These coils are embedded into an electrical insulator located between the magnetic shield and the inside surface of the device. As with the shield shown in Figure 2, there is the same need for permanent cylindrical designs and those that can open. Electrical connectors will be needed at the openings for the volume coils to maintain electrical integrity.

It is understood by one of skill in the art that the magnetic shield device either alone or having a magnetic field generator incorporated therein may be provided secured by various means to a textile type of “bandage” that is durable and stretchable and can be tightly affixed to a particular anatomical region and held together by fasteners.

It is further understood by one of skill in the art that the Cnp can be delivered by surface coils rather than volume coils especially if the target is a small region such as a pain trigger point. When such surface coils are used electrical conductors may not be needed at the openings of partial body magnetic shields.
Lastly, it is also understood that one of skill in the art could readily use magnetic shielding and magnetic fields (Cnps) to devise effective treatment regimes for a variety of disorders in a subject based on the present teachings. All such treatment and usage regimes are encompassed within the scope of the present invention. As such a variety of portable magnetic shield devices alone or in combination with a Cnps generator may be developed in addition to that specifically described herein and still fall within the scope of the presently described and claimed invention.
Examples

The examples are described for the purposes of illustration and are not intended to limit the scope of the invention.

Methods involves in magnetic field generation referred to but not explicitly described in this disclosure and examples are reported in the scientific literature and are well known to those skilled in the art.

Example 1 – Analgesic Effects of Magnetic Field Shielding in Mice

The effects of a 90 min. exposure of mice to the reduced ambient magnetic fields while enclosed in a mu-metal box was demonstrated (Figure 6). Figure 5 shows the amount the magnetic fields are shielded by the mu-metal box. Following the 90 min. exposure, analgesia was induced in the mice and then the mice were tested 30 min. later for increased analgesia and compared to analgesic levels prior to entry into the mu-metal box. Note that the single 90 min. in the mu-metal box reduced the analgesic levels but 90 min. in a control box which does not shield for electric or magnetic fields, had no effect and 90 min. in a copper box, which screens for electric fields, also had no effect. Similarly just zeroing the static component of the ambient magnetic field and exposing mice to the zeroed static field had no effect. This indicates that 1) when in a low magnetic field environment mouse behaviour is altered by the absence of weak extremely low frequency magnetic fields (<0.1 μT) and 2) the first exposures shielded ambient magnetic fields may increase sensitivity to pain if the patient is on an analgesic and 3) in a magnetically shielded environment exposures to fields as weak as 0.1 μT can alter analgesic behaviour.

Repeated exposures to shielded ambient magnetic fields will was demonstrated to induce analgesia in mice (Figure 7). CD-1 mice were pre-tested on a hotplate (50°C) for latency to a foot-lick (recorded in sec.). Increase of latency over pre-tested values indicates an analgesic effect. After pre-test mice were placed within a magnetic field limiting mu-metal chamber for 60 min. and then re-tested on a hotplate for foot-lick latency each day for 5 days. The ratio of foot-lick latency is used to normalize for individual differences and is the re-test time divided by the pre-test time. A ratio greater than 1 represents the induction of nociception (analgesia).
The induction of analgesia is significant [F1,11 = 6.76, P = 0.025, \( \text{Eta}^2 = 0.38 \)] when examining pre-test vs re-test and also increases significantly from day 1 through day 5 [F4,8 = 8.31, P = 0.006, \( \text{Eta}^2 = 0.63 \)]. Hence patients exposed just to magnetic field shielding for 1 hour per day will begin experiencing pain relief by the third or fourth day.

**Example 2 – Magnetic Shielding Treatment - Cancer Subjects - Chronic Pain**

A subject with terminal cancer and in chronic pain schedules receives treatment in a magnetically shielded room for a morning period of 1 to 2 hours and a period of an additional 2 hours around the dinner hour. This allows the subject to reduce morphine use and, being more alert during these periods, is in a better state to enjoy meals and visits during breakfast and dinner. For the first week only, the subject is exposed to a Cnps generator while in the shielded room.

**Psychiatric Subject in a Drug-Resistant Depression**

The subject receives a 30-minute treatment once a day in the morning with a shielded Cnps exposure system. The system is placed over the head. The subject no longer requires anti-depressants with their annoying side-effects or electroconvulsive shock therapy with the required anaesthetic and does not have fears of memory loss from the procedure.

**Acute Treatment of Arthritis Pain**

A middle-aged man may prepare for an afternoon game of golf by strapping on two shielded Cnps devices, one over a painful wrist and the other over an arthritic ankle. Switching on the two devices enroute between home and golf course, provides relief in both sites. During the game, the wrist unit may be removed and the ankle unit turned off. Between the first and second 9 holes, treatment may be resumed.

**Chronic Treatment of Arthritis Pain**

A middle-aged woman suffering from chronic rheumatoid arthritis pain in both wrists may wear a shielded Cnps unit during the day, having it programmed to turn on and off once every 2 hours during the day. At night, the unit may be removed
and pain medication may be taken prior to bed. The pharmaceutical pain medication is more effective because physiological tolerance is delayed as the same medication (or a reduced dose) does not have to be taken during the day.

5 Chronic Treatment of Phantom Limb Pain

An amputee suffering from debilitating phantom limb pain from the removal of one arm below the elbow may wear a shielded Cnps device continually. The device has three programmed modes. During the day, it switches on for 30 minutes every 2 hours, generating a Cnps pulse in the target tissue. During the evening, the magnetic shield itself provides pain relief provided geomagnetic-like fields are intermittently generated by the coils inside the shield. This exposure pattern is controlled by a programmed microprocessor which is part of the Cnps generator (Figure 3).

15 Treatment with Other ELF Magnetic Fields

A subject suffering from a non-union fracture has a shield and an ELF magnetic field generator built into a limb cast. The subject's non-union fracture is exposed for 3 hours per day to pulsed ELF magnetic fields shown to stimulate union, during which time, the subject can be ambulatory. In the past, the subject would have had to report to a clinic to be exposed, but due to the shielding, much lower intensity fields can be used and these can be provided by a battery. Subjects suffering from other orthopaedic diseases such as osteoporosis can also be treated in the home a few hours a day using similar wearable devices.

The above disclosure generally describes the present invention. A more complete understanding can be obtained by reference to the following specific Examples. These Examples are described solely for purposes of illustration and are not intended to limit the scope of the invention. Changes in form and substitution of equivalents are contemplated as circumstances may suggest or render expedient. Although specific terms have been employed herein, such terms are intended in a descriptive sense and not for purposes of limitation.
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Claims:

1. A method for the treatment of physiological disorder in a subject, the method comprising shielding of ambient magnetic fields over the entire body or a portion of the body of a subject for a time effective to reduce and/or alleviate the physiological disorder.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said physiological disorder is selected from the group consisting of pain, anxiety, depression, phantom pain and orthopedic disorders.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein said orthopedic disorder is selected from the group consisting of non-union fractures and osteoporosis.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein said shielding is provided for a duration of 2 hours per day.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein said shielding duration is provided 2 to 3 times a day.

6. The method of claim 2, wherein said shielding is provided to a selected body portion.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein said method additionally comprises simultaneously providing extremely low frequency (ELF) pulsed magnetic fields (Cnps).

8. A method for the treatment of physiological disorder in a subject, the method comprising simultaneously shielding of ambient magnetic fields over the entire body or a portion of the body of a subject and providing extremely low frequency (ELF)
pulsed magnetic fields (Cmps) for a time effective to reduce and/or alleviate the physiological disorder.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein said physiological disorder is selected from the group consisting of pain, anxiety, depression, phantom pain and orthopedic disorders.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein said orthopedic disorder is selected from the group consisting of non-union fractures and osteoporosis.

11. The method of claim 9, wherein said shielding is provided for a duration of 1 to 2 hours per day.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein said shielding duration is provided 2 to 3 times a day.

13. The method of claim 9, wherein said shielding is provided to a selected body portion.

14. A portable magnetic field therapy device, the device comprising a magnetic shield comprising a material with high magnetic susceptibility, wherein said shield is configured to adapt to an anatomical region.

15. The device of claim 14, wherein said device is provided as a cylinder.

16. The device of claim 15, wherein said cylinder is slit along the length and wherein fasteners are provided to secure said slits together.

17. The device of claim 14, wherein said material is a metal providing magnetic field shielding.
18. The device of claim 17, wherein said material is selected from the group consisting of iron and metal.

19. The device of claim 14, wherein said material is a metal alloy comprising metal.

20. The device of claim 14, additionally comprising a portable magnetic field generator that produces an extremely low frequency (ELF) pulsed magnetic field.

21. A portable magnetic field therapy device, the device comprising;
   - a textile portion which is securable to an anatomical region by way of fasteners; and
   - a magnetic shield comprising a material with high magnetic susceptibility, wherein said shield is configured to adapt to an anatomical region, wherein said magnetic shield is secured to said textile portion.

22. A portable magnetic field therapy device, the device comprising;
   - a magnetic shield comprising a material with high magnetic susceptibility, wherein said shield is configured to adapt to an anatomical region
   - a magnetic field generating coil associated and on the inner side of said magnetic shield; and
   - a power source operably connected to said magnetic field generating coil.

23. The use of a magnetic field therapy device of claim 14 or 21 for the treatment of physiological disorders in a subject.

24. The use of a magnetic field therapy device of claim 22 for the treatment of physiological disorders in a subject.

25. The use of magnetic shielding for the treatment of pain, depression and/or anxiety in a subject.
26. The simultaneous use of magnetic shielding and ELF magnetic fields for the treatment of pain, depression and/or anxiety in a subject.
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